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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Keep the SON in your eyes!

(Email Perihelion available upon request)

PSEUDO FUN WITH WORDS
One of my pet peeves is when the entertainment industry
says an artist has just dropped his or her new album. Who
arbitrarily decided that “drop” would mean the same thing
as “release”? Is the word “release” too long and hard to
say? Does it make it sound really cool or hip? In the good
old days, if you dropped a record, it would usually break!
Here are some other words used incorrectly (like me using
a temperature “cool” to designate something was “hot.”)
He's a wolf in cheap clothing.
Some people drink themselves into Bolivia.
The flood was so bad they had to evaporate the city.
Good punctuation means not to be late.
The electrical votes played a big part in the election.
My sister has extra-century perception.
Our work colleague prefers decapitated coffee.
After the baby was born, the father cut the unbiblical cord.
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FOR YOUR CONTEMPLATION . . .
MUSICAL SOUNDS
(Alt. Title #1: God is the Master Chess Player)
I know what you are thinking . . . why in the world did
you watch the “The Sound of Music” every night for 4
weeks? OK . . . now I really know what you’re thinking:
“How could we be wondering why you watched it 4
weeks in a row when you never even told us?” It was
my last year of high school and I had just been hired to
work at the local movie theater (singular) called Village
Cinema in what turned out to be the easiest and most
fun job of my entire life! I got to watch, er, I mean I had
to watch every movie . . . to see if anyone was smoking
or sneaking in through the back exit. The movies
usually ran one week but “The Sound of Music” (my
first working movie) was held over for 4 weeks. To
pass the time on that one I actually started counting
the words of the children to see who had the most. It
turned out to be Liesl, but not really Liesl at all because
Liesl turned out to be Agathe. I recently watched “The
Von Trapp Family: A Life of Music” true movie from the
book the oldest daughter wrote detailing what really
happened during those years. She was never “16 going
on 17” in love with the young man in the movie. A
number of things in the original were changed, like
their names and how many children there actually
were. Maria did not become their governess but rather
tutored one of the girls.
(Potentially humorous digression ((it is definitely
a digression . . . the “potentially” part has to do with
calling it humorous . . . and, yes, this is a definite
digression from the first digression)) . . . I went on to
get a 4 year Bachelor’s degree and then a 3 year

Master’s degree. Then after all my years of study,
booklearnin’, and education, my first job out in the real
world was . . . back at Village Cinema! I had returned to
work there once again for a couple of months before I
moved out to CA to be the full-time youth pastor of
FBC Poway.)
The biggest difference in the newer version of The
Sound of Music was how much the political climate
and turmoil shaped what happened in their lives and
the entire country. There was a new political
government leader who many embraced because he
was turning the economic tide in producing more jobs
and a better economy. He was also protecting them by
getting rid of the people who might harm them or
lower the standards of the country. This was great
news for many. It did not matter if anything unethical
was happening because the end result of having a job,
money, safety, and especially being more prosperous,
was sufficient to justify any means to achieve these
results. The friend of Agathe’s who spoke out against
the injustice, prejudice, and unethical practices of this
new German government, was actually gang murdered
because he dared to speak out against this new
leadership. (For those who have ears to hear . . .)

God has the ability to open our ears,
yet silence our fears.
At times we are tempted to compromise because
we rationalize that the end result is a far greater Godly
good. I wanted to highlight or underline parts of that
sentence for emphasis but it pretty much all ended up
highlighted. So I will just retype and expand on it
because I think it is so important. At times we are
tempted to compromise (our words or beliefs or
actions) because we rationalize (think up any

argument possible to justify our course of action
because we desperately want our Godly outcome . . .
even if we have to endorse a person or position that is
not ethical or Godly) that the end result (no matter
what means it takes to bring it about) is a far greater
Godly good (because deep down we do not have the
faith that God will come through so we have to help
Him out with our human efforts).
Do the ends justify the means? Is it OK to do
something or support a philosophical or theological or
political position that is unethical because we believe

it will result in moving forward some idea or even
Biblical position we hold dear? I think of Daniel and
the 3 men of faith (you know who I mean, I can’t
remember how to spell their names) who would not
compromise their faith, even to save their own lives,
which would have seemed like the much greater good
at that time if I was in their shoes . . . or sandals.

It has been heartbreaking for me to hear political
leaders of our country bully other leaders or citizens or
witnesses in an attempt to achieve a certain outcome.
Once again, this is an example of using UNgodly means
to achieve a desired end. Like in grade school, if
anyone disagrees or states another opinion, that
person is often called names or bullied. This is the
exact opposite of what Jesus would do. We can’t lie
and bully people just to get our agenda through, even if
the agenda is better! The ends do NOT justify the
means. Let me rephrase that; using UNgodly means to
attempt to achieve a Godly end is NOT the way of a
Holy God.
Did you know the Senate unanimously passed a
resolution (S.Res.607) 8/16/18 affirming that the
media is NOT "the enemy of the people"? Using
phrases like "Fake news media is the enemy of the
people" attempts to divide and separate our great
country. You can find horrific examples of historical
leaders using the phrase “enemy of the people” to
incite violence against anyone who dares to question
their authority. But as Christians we should try to
unite our country even when we have differing opinions.
So what can we do? Let me first ask you to fill in
this blank: I am a citizen of _________. Did you think of the

good old USA? (Apologies to those reading this in
other countries. You can fill in the name of your
country if you want to join in on the fun.) If you are a
follower of Christ and member of the Kingdom of God
then you are first and foremost a citizen of Heaven
(Phil. 3:20). Remember that according to the written
gospel accounts, Jesus did not spend any time trying
to change the government or work through a
governmental process to achieve change or better the
Israeli national situation. He did not address the evil
corrupt Roman government, so one thing we can do is
stop being so politically obsessed! Are you as
concerned about God’s Kingdom coming as you are
about American politics? Jesus tells us in Matthew
6:33 that we are to “seek first the Kingdom of God”
and not put America first!
Another thing we can do is pray. The Bible urges
us to pray for the president and all governmental
leaders (I Timothy 2:1-2). I personally pray that our
president would come to intimately know the author of
TRUTH and the only WAY to LIFE eternal (John 4:16).
I Cor. 10:14 admonishes us to not be unequally
yoked with unbelievers. As a former youth pastor, I
used that verse often to encourage teens about who
they would date or marry. But it is not limited to that.
We need to keep this in mind related to politics. I’m
actually writing this 2 weeks before the Nov. election
and unless I perfect my time machine, you will be
reading this after the election. So I am not trying to tell
you who or what to vote for. I am telling us as
followers of Christ, citizens of another Kingdom, that
the most important thing is not how the elections
turned out but rather how is “Thy Kingdom come”
prioritized in your life? Since I am typing this before
the Nov. election and nobody knows yet what the
results will be (except the Russians, of course), I am
going to make a prediction so we can see if I am a
prophet or psychotic, er, I mean psychic. I predict that
after the election . . . God will still be on the throne!
And no matter what outcomes you may consider bad
. . . God is the Master Chess Player!
Finally, I want to share my current paraphrase of
Galatians 3:28: There is neither male nor female, Jew
nor Gentile, Middle Easterner nor South American (or,
to quote the president, those “from other parts farther
south” . . . this must be a reference to those killer

terrorist penguins . . . obviously part of Ice-is)

,

black nor white (all are precious in His sight), but ALL
are one in Christ Jesus.
Dear God, I confess it is so easy for me to get
sucked into political debates. Please help me put my
hope in King Jesus & not in politics, government, laws,
officials, or America. Help me know what I can do &
say to promote your Kingdom 1st above all else. Amen.

The Lord defends the rights of orphans and
widows. He cares for foreigners and gives
them food and clothing. And you should also
care for them, because you were foreigners in
Egypt.
Deut. 10:18-19 (CEV)
GOD PLAYING CHESS – PART 2
This principle also applies in financial matters. Since
my personal salary AND housing allowance total was
only a little over $12,000 this last year and has
typically been very low over the last 30 years, buying
food has been a higher priority over investing money
for retirement. It is tempting to look at the Stock
Market/DOW and wonder how much money I will
have in my later years when there is a lower demand
for preachers wearing wigs. Since this has actually
already happened, I guess I will have to rely on my
impeccable ability as a wig-wearing wordsmith who
will never write that an album dropped, though I do
like to wear sheep clothing. In financial concerns, God
is also the Master Chess Player! (Phil. 4:19)

“120 million people worship God in one weekend . . . more than
attend all sporting events combined over one year.” ~ Rick
Warren (Saddleback Pastor/Author of The Purpose Driven Life)

“For you created my inmost being; you knit me together in my
mother’s womb.” Psalm 139:13 (NIV)
Gun injuries sent 75,000 U.S. children and teens to emergency
rooms (not including over 10,000 kids killed who did not make it
to the emergency room) over 9 years at a cost of $3 billion.
This study was released on 10/29/18 by the U.S. government's
Agency on Healthcare Research and Quality, 2 days after a
gunman murdered 11 worshippers at a Pittsburgh synagogue.

“Lord, when did we give you something to eat or drink? When
did we welcome you as a stranger?” . . . The king will answer,
“Whenever you did it for one of the least of these my brothers
or sisters, you did it for me.” ~ Jesus (Matthew 25:37-40)

JUST BEHIND THE CORNER & LETTERS
Thank your profusely for the prayers for my busy
summer ministry schedule! Preaching at Trinity Baptist
in Poway was fabulous. The attendance was larger than
normal and a few people came forward at the end
making various recommitments of their faith. I got a
great compliment from one man who told me afterward
that my message made it very difficult to sleep during
the service!
I will update the soccer camp by quoting from an
email I received from one of the directors of the camp,
who is also the CEO of a new nonprofit my wife and I
are board of directors for called Fearfully and
Wonderfully Made. The mission is to help special needs
kids and their families. The soccer camp included kids
from all types of backgrounds, including a few special
needs kids (I counted around 60 total including
counselors).
". . . The temperature at the park has been in the
high 90’s to 104 (today). The kids show such courage
and toughness. The music has been such a blessing!
Larry, you were a big hit! It’s amazing how we have all
done fine in the heat despite record breaking
temperatures. One of the biggest blessings has been to
watch our kiddo with brain cancer laugh and smile and
soar like an eagle all week!!! God is in our midst, and I
praise God for your prayers and encouragement." ~Jan
Ed Note: I have a thriving email correspondence with a
missionary from India. Koshilning actually felt called to
leave India to be a missionary in Nepal. We met from
one of the online classes I was teaching for SDCC. We
have donated some Bibles to them. Here is part of a
letter from July related to that:
“Rupa has a strong Hindu background. After
working with us she had the experience of different
lifestyle from us. She received the Bible and started
reading the Bible. She even started asking questions
from what she read. Continue to pray for her that she
will open her heart to Jesus and accept Him as her own
personal Savior.”

Hello Larry Bubb,
Rupa Magar has been teaching in our "Literary
Program” for the past year. She became very active in
the club and I let her be involved in Volunteer Leaders
team where she shows outstanding development. She
has been showing a great interest in knowing more
about Jesus. Today, I received this text message:
“Good morning sir, I have decided to choose Lord Jesus. I
think for the first time I am taking a good decision for
myself. I worried about my family, what they say about me,
because they love me a lot. But now I would like to do what
my heart is saying to me.”

Please pray for her growth in Christ and for her
parents.

Because of Calvary, Koshilning – Nepal

PRAYER REQUESTS
Upcoming Events

Dec 3
Nov-Jan
Jan-Feb
Ongoing

LBM Annual Board Meeting
Teach Communicating for Ministry – SDCC
Teach Worship (Thursdays) – SDC College
Lead Home Group

Prayer Concerns
1. For the creator of LBM … my wonderful mom.
Of course God is the ultimate Creator but His
health is good while my mom has challenges.
2. Open doors for preaching/singing & college
teaching wherever God desires.
3. For people to watch the YouTube videos (See
Larrybubb.com) and be inspired by this Perihelion.

Special thanks to Holly Smith, Melanie Donovan, Tom
Bolling, & Kristen for their help on this newsletter!
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Then in August, he shared this exciting news related to
Rupa along with photos of her Bible and baptism.
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